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The State of Working Iowa 2012
By Colin Gordon
Introduction
Each year, we offer our assessment of “The State of Working Iowa.” For now the fourth consecutive year,
that story begins with impact and aftermath of the Great Recession. Iowa was not hit as hard as most states.
We were insulated from the housing bubble that precipitated the downturn, and unemployment here has
remained a couple of notches below the national rate. But we were hardly spared. If the recession were a
flood (to use a metaphor most Iowans can relate to), we were lucky to be on a little higher ground than
most. But the damage is still extensive, the water has only begun to recede, and the costs of recovery will be
substantial. The recession, however, is only part of the story. While the economic downturn made things
worse, most of the problems we trace in the pages
that follow — including stagnant wages, declining job
In the online version of this report, most of the
quality, rising inequality, and growing insecurity for
graphics that accompany our analysis have interactive
Iowa families — were evident before the recession
elements or menus that allow readers to engage in
began in 2007 and have persisted through a drawntheir own investigations or comparisons — by toggling
out and dismal “recovery.” Even when the
between the Iowa and national numbers on key
floodwaters are gone, in other words, the ground will
measures, for example, or by choosing the points of
still be pretty muddy and the conditions that caused
comparison. The interactive graphics can be
the flooding will still be with us.
accessed by following the hyperlinked figure titles in
the text (i.e Figure 1) or by going to the full online
The State of Working Iowa 2012 draws on the latest
version of this report at www.stateofworkingiowa.org
available data to document the immediate impact of
our latest recession and recovery, and to understand
our recent experience in a national, regional, and
historical context. As we demonstrate in this report, we now live and work in an economy dominated by,
and in some respects organized around, low-wage work. Where relevant, we benchmark our economic
performance or circumstances against that of our national or regional peers. Our attention throughout is
directed to the conditions faced by working Iowans and their families. This involves not just our progress
toward recovery, or the availability of jobs, but also the quality of those jobs: What do they pay? What sort
of benefits do they offer? To what degree do they make it possible for ordinary Iowans to clothe, feed, care
for, and educate themselves and their families?
Where we find the state falls short on these important measures, our attention turns to policy solutions.
What can or should the state do to ensure, as best it can, the health of its economy and the economic
security of its citizens?

The Recession and its Impact
The Great Recession officially lasted from December 2007 to
June 2009, although its impact was delayed in Iowa (where job
losses began in May 2008, and did not begin recovering until
the end of 2009). The chain of events is by now familiar: The
collapse of an $8 trillion housing bubble led to a dramatic
decline in aggregate demand (triggered not only by the
accompanying financial crisis, but also by the blow to
household wealth as home prices and home equity fell). As
consumer spending and business investment both slowed,
unemployment rose dramatically — swallowing over 6 percent
of nation’s job base.

For further background on the national
recession, see The Economic Policy
Institute’s feature on The Great Recession
in its latest State of Working America; the
Center on Budget and Policy Priorities’
chartbook, The Legacy of the Great
Recession; regular reports on the economic
crisis and recovery from the Center for
Economic and Policy Research; and the job
creation and economic recovery work of the
National Employment Law Project.

The recession was stark in its depth and its duration, and the
recovery has been painfully slow. Figure 1 captures this in a
comparison of the trajectory of postwar recessions (and recoveries) for the U.S. and Iowa. For the nation,
the 2007 recession far exceeds — in its length and in its jobs losses — those of any other postwar
downturn. Even if the national economy adds 208,000 jobs per month (the average monthly rate for the
best year of job creation in the 2000s), by one estimate, it will take eight more years to struggle to the
surface. For Iowa, the jobs losses were deeper in the double-dip recession of the early 1980s, but they are
likely to last longer this time. By the same criteria (assuming monthly gains equal to best monthly average
of the last decade), Iowa is still over 18 months from getting back to its peak pre-recession employment
threshold.
Figure 1. Coming Up for Air: Current Job Recovery Slower than after Recent Recessions*

Note: Job loss is measured as a percentage loss from the pre-recession peak; when the line dips to 0.99, for example, the economy has
lost 1 percent of its jobs. * For Iowa, no measurable impact in 1990, so no line presented.
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics; Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis.
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Figure 2. Iowa Jobs Deficit Remains Deep Following Last Recession

Source:
Bureau of Labor Statistics.

This, of course, understates the real problem. It is now approaching five years since the onset of the
downturn and the labor force has continued to grow throughout this period. We are 36,000 jobs short of
the pre-recession peak in Iowa, and 89,000 short of the jobs we would need to keep pace with population
growth at pre-recession employment rates. In order to clear this jobs deficit within three years [see Figure
2] we would need to add about 2,500 jobs a month. Since the recovery began we have averaged just over
1,000 new jobs per month.
The impact of unemployment has been uneven geographically across Iowa, as shown in the maps below,
with the change in the state unemployment rate from before the last recession (June 2007) to 2½ years
later (January 2010), and another 2½ years later (June 2012). The jobless rate in all counties rose from the
first map to the second, and showed improvement in most counties by June of this year. [Figure 3].
Figure 3. Iowa Unemployment Rate Grows, Falls Unevenly Across Iowa, 2007-12

June 2007
June 2012
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January 2010

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Local Area Unemployment Statistics.

As dismal as the
Austerity in state and local government has prolonged the downturn. Public-sector jobs
unemployment
support private-sector jobs both because the public sector buys goods and services from the
rate has been in
private sector, and because public-sector pay is spent in the private sector. Iowa’s deficit of
recent years
16,400 state and local government jobs (about half lost during the business cycle, about half
(peaking
lagging behind population growth) since 2007 has, by one estimate, cost the state an
nationally at 10
additional 11,000 private-sector jobs. See Josh Bivens and Heidi Sherholz, Three years into
percent in October
recovery, just how much has state and local austerity hurt job growth? (EPI, June 2012).
2009 and not
reaching below 8
percent until
September of this year), it does not capture the extent of the damage done by the recession. Uncounted in
the basic unemployment rate are those so discouraged they have left the labor force and those working
part-time jobs because that’s all they can find. Furthermore, the unemployment rate by itself understates
the severity of the problem because it does not reveal the extended periods for which many have been out
of work. Of the
Figure 4. Longer Unemployment Duration After Recent Recession
nearly 13 million
unemployed, less than
half (about 5.9
million) currently
receive
unemployment
benefits — and many
more will face this cliff
when they
lose extended
benefits). This longterm hardship more
often affects blacks,
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Latinos and those with
a high-school
education or less.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 capture these broader measures of unemployment’s human impact over the last
decade in Iowa. More information on both Iowa and the nation are available in the online version of this
report. Although Iowa fares better on most of these measures, we have seen dramatic spikes in
underemployment (a measure that includes those too discouraged to look for work, and those working part
time involuntarily) and long-term unemployment (lasting longer than 26 weeks). In turn, unemployment
Figure 5. Underemployment Also Rises After Recent Recession

Source: IPP, Economic Policy Institute analysis of Current Population Survey data.
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does not only harm the prospects of the unemployed; because there is more competition for existing jobs it
means lower wages and benefits for those working, a blow to lifetime earnings for young people unable to
gain a foothold in the labor market, an erosion of retirement security for older workers, and a loss — to
workers and consumers alike — of productive potential, innovation and investment.

The Bigger Picture
The recession has wrought real and lasting damage, but in some respects it has simply compounded trends
of stagnating wages, declining job quality, and rising insecurity. The basic problem is pretty
straightforward: for at least a generation, the wages and incomes of ordinary Iowans have failed to keep
pace with the growth of the state and national economies. Labor is more productive — and yet earnings
have stagnated. This is just not a consequence of hard times; in recent decades, in fact, workers have lost
ground in both good times and bad. Indeed the only break in this trajectory is the strong and shared wage
growth of the last half of the 1990s, an intermission in which full employment briefly boosted the
bargaining power of workers at all wage levels. And while it reflects some big and lasting economic
changes — globalization, deindustrialization — it is not really a consequence of them. Or at least it is less a
consequence of those changes than it is of our political reaction to them — which has been to weaken the
policies and institutions (the minimum wage, support of collective bargaining rights) that might sustain
broader and lasting security.
Let’s start with wages. At the root of much of our current economic doldrums is the weakness of wages and
wage growth. Simply put, when the national economy slowed in the early 1970s, so too did a generation of
impressive wage growth. When economic growth recovered, wages did not. For the last 30 years, ordinary
Americans have not shared in rising productivity. From 1973 to 2011, labor productivity rose 80.4 percent
but the real median hourly wage barely budged (inching up just 4 percent) and real median hourly
compensation (including all wages and benefits) didn’t do much better (up just over 10 percent, as Figure 6
underscores).
Figure 6. U.S. Productivity Spikes While Compensation Sputters

Source: Economic Policy Institute analysis of Current Population Survey data; Real 2011 dollars using CPI-UR-S.

Treading Water: Wages in Iowa
This pattern of stagnation, interrupted only briefly by modest gains, is apparent in the trajectory of wages
over time in Iowa as well. Figure 7 plots Iowa and national wages by sex for the last generation. A few
5

trends stand out. For both men and women at the 20th percentile wage, Iowans have experienced the same
wage stagnation as Americans generally. At higher wage percentiles, however, Iowa wages lag behind
national wages, particularly at the 80th percentile, indicating Iowa has a scarcity of high-paying jobs. For
both Iowa and the nation, women’s wages lag behind those of men, although women — at least those at
higher wage levels — have made significant gains over the last 30 years. Iowa men’s wages have stagnated
overall — showing slight gains at the top counterbalanced by slight losses elsewhere.
Figure 7. Iowa Men, Women Lag Behind National Wages

Note: Dashed
lines in these two
graphs are U.S.
trends; Solid lines
represent Iowa
trends.

Source: IPP, Economic Policy Institute analysis of Current Population Survey data.

Overall, Iowa has a somewhat
compressed wage structure [see
Figure 8]. Our median 2011 wage
(half of workers earn more, half
earn less) of $15.23/hr is about
80 cents less than the national
median ($16.06), and places us in
the lower tier of our peer states

On low-wage work, see John Schmitt, Low-Wage Lessons (CEPR, January
2012), which places the U.S. experience in an international context; Schmitt
and Janelle Jones, Where Have All the Good Jobs Gone? (CEPR, July 2012);
Rebecca Thiess, The Future of Work: Trends and Challenges for Low-Wage
Workers (EPI, April 2012), which examines the geography and demographics
of the low-wage workforce; and Anastasia Christman and Christine Riordan,
Filling the Good Jobs Deficit (NELP, October 2011), which seeks solutions.
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— only median wage
workers in South Dakota,
Nebraska and Indiana earn
less. At the low-wage, 20th
percentile Iowa is just above
the national rate and is
bested by only three states
(Minnesota, Wisconsin and
Nebraska) in the region. But
at the high-wage, 80th
percentile, Iowa ($24.24) is
over $4.50 behind the
national rate and second to
last (besting only South
Dakota) in the region.

Figure 8. Income Gaps Smaller in Iowa Than Most of Midwest

In order to understand why
our wage performance is so
weak, we need to turn to
some of the underlying circumstances and
changes. First, we are losing good jobs
and it appears that this economic
recovery, like those in the past, is
replacing many of those good jobs with
poorer jobs. Second, compensation,
including wages and benefits is slipping.
Third, the return on educational
attainment — long a virtual guarantee
of upward mobility — has begun to
erode. And fourth, the policies and
institutions that helped to sustain
shared prosperity — things like
collective bargaining and the minimum
wage — are weakening. Let’s look at
each of these in turn.

Source: IPP,
Economic
Policy Institute
analysis of Current
Population Survey
data; 2011 dollars,
using CPI-U-RS.

Figure 9. Steepest Job Losses in Higher Wage Sectors

Iowa Jobs: Out with the Good,
In with the Bad
Across the last generation, and
especially across the last two business
cycles, we have seen a steady loss of
good jobs. The pattern of employment
change by sectors since 2007 alone is
instructive. As Figure 9 underscores, the
steepest recession-era losses came in
some of Iowa’s higher wage sectors,
including manufacturing and
construction. Other high-wage sectors
(information, finance, state and local
government) continued to shed jobs
during the recovery. And those sectors
showing net gains across the full business cycle — including education and health services — are at the
7

Note: Black vertical lines by job sector show net gain/loss from recession and in
recovery. Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.

lower end of the wage spectrum. While we do not know the pay for the specific jobs that were lost or
gained, it is clear that, if these jobs were paid the average for their sector, there has been a decline in pay:
Jobs lost during the downturn were in sectors with an average annual wage of about $45,100; those added
in the recovery were in sectors paying an average annual wage of only $42,400.
Longer term trends are important, too — especially the steady loss of jobs in manufacturing, a sector that
has historically delivered decent wages and benefits for even those with lower levels of formal education.
Figure 10 shows the trend in Iowa manufacturing jobs since 1990. Our manufacturing job base is a bit
smaller than it was in January of 1990, and over 33,000 jobs short of its peak levels at the end of the 1990s.
Figure 10. Manufacturing Jobs Fall More Sharply, Recover More Slowly Than Other Iowa Nonfarm Jobs

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Figure 11. Jobs Fall in Most Types of Manufacturing in Iowa, 2001-11

Source: Average annual pay and job numbers from Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, Bureau of Labor
Statistics/Iowa Workforce Development.
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Figure 11 shows the pattern of job loss and gain within the manufacturing sector: The dots representing
sectors are scaled by their employment in 2001, and plotted according to the number of jobs lost or gained
(the horizontal axis) and the average annual pay (the vertical axis).
And the future doesn’t look much brighter. Figure 12 online plots those Iowa occupations projected to add
(or lose) at least 100 jobs over the next decade (state-level
The loss of job-based coverage has
projections currently cover 2008-18). The base (2008)
been especially stark for low-wage
employment is along the vertical axis; the projected change is
workers. Good benefits generally come
along the horizontal access. The dots are shaded by each
with good jobs, and only about a
occupation’s median hourly wage in 2011 — red for those paying
quarter of workers in the bottom wage
less than the state median wage of $15.23, blue for those paying
quintile (about $10/hr and below) were
more. With only a couple of exceptions, most of the anticipated
covered by job-based plans in 2010 —
growth is at the lower end of the wage spectrum — with retail,
a drop of near 17 percentage points
office clerks, nursing and home health aides, food preparation, and
since 1979. Coverage via another
customer service (all in the upper right of the graph) leading the
family member’s plan also declined
pack.
over this span, as did the number of
low-wage workers buying individual
We now live and work in an economy dominated by, and in some
health coverage. The number of lowrespects organized around, low-wage work. These jobs do not
wage workers on Medicaid has doubled
persist because they are merely “entry-level” jobs or jobs for
since 1979, leaving 40 percent of lowsecondary workers in a family: The vast majority of minimumwage workers without health insurance
wage workers are adults aged 20 or older. As the work of the
from any source. See John Schmitt,
National Employment Law Project underscores, fully two-thirds of
Health Insurance Coverage for Lowlow-wage workers toil for large firms (employing more than 100
Wage Workers, 1979-2010 and Beyond
workers) and the nation’s leading low-wage employers have more
(CEPR, February 2012).
than recovered their profitability. The contrast was drawn starkly
this spring, when new figures on family wealth from the Federal
Reserve revealed that members of the Walton family (owners of
Walmart, the nation’s archetypical low-wage employer) now claim a fortune equal to the aggregate wealth
of the poorest 42 percent of American families.
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Over a quarter of Iowa workers toil
for less than $10.73/hour, the wage
needed to lift a full-time worker
to the poverty threshold for a
family of four [Figure 13]. This
places us in the middle of the
pack both nationally (24 states
have higher low-wage share, 26
have lower) and regionally (five
Midwestern peers have higher
shares, three have lower). But,
at the same time, we have very
few workers at the top end of
this distribution. Almost threequarters of Iowa workers (74.8
percent) work for less than 200
percent of the poverty wage
(only seven states have a larger
share of their workforce in this
group). And only three states
(Arkansas, South Dakota and
Alabama) have a smaller share
of their workforces earning
more than three times the
poverty wage.

Figure 13. Iowa in Middle of Pack on Wages
But Far Below Average at High Wages

The Incredible Shrinking
Paycheck
Iowa’s workers have been
buffeted by a generation of
wage stagnation, a long and
continuing shift in sectoral
employment that has eroded the
base of good jobs, and a
recession that both accelerated
those trends and added the
threat of unemployment or
underemployment. At the same
time, non-wage forms of
compensation — especially jobbased health insurance — have
also continued to decline. This
has had a number of
consequences. It has further
eroded job quality and family
security (since job-based health
care often covers other family
members). It has undercut total
compensation of covered and
non-covered workers alike; the
former bearing a steeper share

Source: Rebecca Thiess, “The Future of Work: Trends and Challenges for
Low-Wage Workers,” Economic Policy Institute (April 2012).
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of rising premiums, the latter paying health bills out of pocket. And it has created new burdens for public
programs (such as hawk-i, Iowa’s state children’s health insurance program) that pick up the slack.
Job-based coverage in Iowa has fallen substantially in recent years, from 76 percent of the workforce in
2000 to 66 percent of the workforce in 2010 — a net loss of over 140,000 covered persons (workers and
their families). If you consider the growth in Iowa’s population over this span, the drop-off is even steeper:
In 2000, about 600,000 Iowans under the age of 65 were not covered by job-based health insurance; by
2010, this had grown to over 850,000. While Iowa still has one of the higher rates of job-based coverage, its
losses between 2000 and 2010 were also among the highest: We are one of 15 states, five in the Midwest
(Indiana, Iowa, Illinois, Michigan and Missouri) to lose more than 10 percent of our job-based coverage
over the last decade.
These losses reflect two overlapping trends. The first of these is costs. Health spending has slowed in recent
years, but still runs well ahead of general inflation. Both premium costs [see Figure 14], and the employee’s
share of premiums have risen sharply — especially for family coverage — while wages have stagnated.
Figure 14. Iowans Working Longer to Pay for Health Coverage — Rising Premiums vs. Median Wage

Source: Kaiser Employee Benefits Survey, 2011 (health costs).

In 1999, a full-time median-wage worker in Iowa needed to work for about 10 weeks in order to pay an
annual family premium; by 2011, this had swollen to nearly 25 weeks. Steep cost increases have pressed
employers to drop or cut back coverage, or employees to decline it when offered. High costs may also
encourage more employees to elect single coverage — counting on spousal coverage from another source
and kids’ coverage through public programs. The second factor here is the shift in sectoral employment
outlined above: Job losses are heaviest in sectors that have historically offered group health coverage; and
job gains (or projected job gains) are strongest in sectors that don’t offer coverage. This is captured in
Figure 15, which traces employment and rates of job-based coverage for key sectors in Iowa. The decline in
“covered jobs” between 2000 and 2012 is
Iowa has been successful in expanding coverage under hawk-i,
driven by both net job losses and by
the state children’s health program. This public program now
declining rates of coverage.
covers nearly 40 percent of Iowa kids. Some of this increase
reflects more expansive eligibility requirements since 2009, and
some of it reflects declining family coverage under job-based
plans. Nationally, coverage of children under SCHIP programs has
grown by almost 14 percent since 2000, much of this picking up
the 12 percent decline in the number of kids covered by job-based
plans. For the importance of public programs in doing the same for
uninsured adults, see the Iowa Policy Project’s work on state
implementation of the Affordable Care Act.
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Figure 15. Declining Job-Based Insurance in Iowa — 2002, 2012

Source: Elise Gould, “A decade of declines in employer-sponsored health insurance coverage” (EPI, February 2012).

The Eroding Returns on Education
For most of the last century,
workers could expect to gain
some economic security and
mobility by seeking higher
levels of education. Indeed, it
is still the case that better
educated workers enjoy
higher wages and lower rates
of unemployment. But even
this promise is beginning to
wane. As Figure 16 suggests,
wages for all educational
groups have stagnated over
the last decade. Iowans with
some college education, or
with a bachelor’s degree or
higher earn less now than
they did in 2000. Even more
striking is the growing share
of low-wage workers (those

Figure 16. Median Wage Varies at Different Education Levels for Iowans

Source: IPP, Economic Policy Institute analysis of Current Population Survey data.
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Figure 17. Low-Wage Iowans: Better Educated, But Mobility Cramped
earning less than $10/hour in
2011 dollars) whose, higher levels
of education have not translated
into access to good jobs. In 1980,
as Figure 17 shows, most of
Iowa’s low-wage workers had
either a high school education (43
percent) or less (29 percent). Only
19 percent of low-wage workers
had been to college and only 6
percent had finished college. By
2010, high school graduates and
those with some college education
made up about a third each of the
low-wage workforce, while the
share that had completed college
almost doubled (to 10 percent).
Source: John Schmitt and Janelle Jones, “Low-Wage Workers by State” (Center for
So while Iowans are better educated
Economic and Policy Research, April 2012).
than ever, that investment is no
longer a guarantee of real security or economic mobility.
Just as the economic returns from education are diminishing, its costs are skyrocketing. State funding for
the Regents universities (Iowa, Iowa State and UNI) has
fallen almost 40 percent in real dollars over the last decade.
On the costs of higher education in Iowa, see
During this span, tuition has risen by a similar rate and now
Andrew Cannon, Up and Down: Regents’
makes up nearly 60 percent of university revenues (up from
Costs Rise, Funding Drops in Iowa (Iowa
under 30 percent in 2000). And, as we have seen, wages over
Fiscal Partnership, March 2012); and Andrew
this decade have stagnated or slipped. In 2000, just under 6
Cannon, Iowa Students: Increasingly on Their
1/2 weeks of work at the median wage would pay for a year’s
Own (Iowa Fiscal Partnership, April 2012).
tuition. Today, that is closer to 11 weeks.

Engines of Inequality
Iowans and their families share a set of basic expectations and assumptions: that hard work and
educational advancement will lead to a good job; that with a good job come the benefits necessary to assure
family security; and that — if personal troubles or a downturn in the business cycle undercut those
opportunities — a safety net of public programs will help them land on their feet.
Not much of this is true anymore. Wage, income and wealth inequality has grown steadily over time — and
starkly across the last two business cycles. Nationally, while the wages and incomes of ordinary Americans
have grown little (and for some not at all), the richest 1 percent saw their incomes increase nearly
threefold in the last 30 years.1 Wealth is even more skewed, with the top 1 percent controlling nearly 40
percent, more than the combined wealth of the bottom 90 percent. This inequity was sharpened by the
housing crash and its blow to home equity: between 2007 and 2010, the median American family lost
almost 40 percent of its net worth — leaving most Americans roughly where they were in 1992. The graph
below [Figure 18] illustrates how much better things have gotten for households with incomes at the top
(blue line), compared with all families, marginal-income families (second-lowest 20 percent), and
households where the head of the household has less than a high-school education.
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Figure 18. U.S. Income Gap Widening, 1989-2010

Note: This is an index graph, in which wealth in 1989 is the base.
Source: Federal Reserve Board’s Survey of Consumer Finances; http://www.federalreserve.gov/econresdata/scf/scf_2010.htm.

These numbers are not as stark for Iowa, for a couple of reasons. We were largely spared the damage of the
housing crash, and did better than most in the recession that followed. And, as the top 1 percent of earners
pull away from the rest, their presence in Iowa (a state with a small share of high earners) is slight.
Figure 19. Steady Growth in Wage Inequality for Men and Women in Iowa

Source: Source: IPP, Economic Policy Institute analysis of Current Population Survey data.

Nevertheless, we have seen a steady growth in inequality in Iowa across the last generation. One index of
this is the ratio of wages at the 10th (low), 50th (median), and 90th (high) percentiles. Figure 19 above traces
14

these ratios over the last generation. A higher ratio (an upward movement in the line) represents a
widening income gap. For the first half of this era, most of the growth in inequality can be seen in the
widening gap between low and median-wage workers. After the late 1980s, inequality at the lower end of
the wage spectrum flattens out. From this point, growth in overall inequality is driven largely by higher
earners (90th percentile and above) pulling away from the rest.
Wage weakness and rising inequality are not simply unfortunate reflections of economic change. They
represent political choices that have both failed to respond adequately to that change, and weakened the
policies and institutions upon which working families depend. The erosion of collective bargaining, for
example, has undermined the security of Iowa’s working families. By most estimates, declining
unionization accounted for about a fifth of the increase in national inequality in the 1980s and 1990s. 2 But
it played a lesser role after that, an era in which the decline in union density slowed and inequality grew
more markedly at the top of the income scale. The relationship (illustrated online in Figure 20) between
union coverage and inequality varies widely by state but, since 1979, all — including Iowa — have seen
union coverage fall and inequality rise. Unions have lost ground largely as result of public policies that have
directly targeted the reach, legitimacy and effectiveness of collective bargaining. These include so-called
“right-to work” laws (Iowa touts its “right-to-work” status at the top of the list of the state’s “business
advantages”), a dramatic tilt in favor of employer interests in the administration of labor laws governing
collective bargaining and organizing, and of course the recent offensive against public-sector unions in a
number of states.
Or consider the recent trajectory of the minimum wage.3 The last increase is now 3 years old — almost 5
years old in Iowa, which raised its state minimum wage earlier. Since the minimum wage does not rise with
inflation, it is now in real dollars well behind its peak purchasing power: If the minimum wage had kept up
with inflation since 1968, its historical high point, it would now be over $10.50 per hour [Figure 21].
Figure 21. The Minimum Wage, in 2011 Dollars, Has Been On the Decline for the Past 40 Years

Source: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.

Source: Source: IPP, Economic Policy Institute analysis of Department of Labor and Bureau of Labor Statistics data.

Not only are our basic labor standards slipping, but the standards we do have (including not just the
minimum wage, but also federal regulation of overtime, and state and federal regulations governing things
like payroll deductions and tipped wages), often go unenforced. Violation of wage and hour laws, or “wage
theft,” is a widespread problem with enormous costs and consequences — for workers, for responsible
employers, for communities, and for state and federal budgets. Every dollar stolen from a worker’s wages is
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a dollar less in the pockets of workers, a dollar not spent on local goods and services, a dollar that is not
counted in the calculation of payroll and income taxes. Our recent report on this, Wage Theft in Iowa,
estimates the cost to Iowa workers, in unpaid wages at close to $600 million a year; and the cost to the
state, in unpaid taxes and social insurance, at another $60 million.
State and federal policies can address some of this damage, but our basic
work-support policies do a poor job of closing the gap — widening for many
Iowans — between wages and the costs of living. One of the key policies, in
this respect, is the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) — a provision in federal
and state codes that reduces the tax liability of low-income working families.
The basic principle behind the EITC is that income needed to sustain a family
should not be subject to tax, and that work should be encouraged as a
pathway out of poverty. But the Iowa EITC (7 percent of the federal EITC) is
insufficient in that respect: It provides some relief to single-parent
households, but leaves many poor married families with children still subject
to Iowa taxes when they are not subject to federal income taxes. Increasing
the EITC would help to supplement the incomes of low-wage workers and lift
thousands of low-income Iowans — many of them children — out of poverty.

On the EITC, see the
work of the Iowa Fiscal
Partnership, and the
State’s own (Department
of Revenue) glowing
assessment of its
importance.
On “cliff effects,” see our
report Making Work Pay
(February 2011), as well
as our ongoing work on
the cost of living in Iowa.

In turn, other work-support programs (including child care assistance, food
stamps, low-income heating assistance, and public health insurance) phase
out at different income thresholds, often precipitously, in such a way as to actually undermine work
rewards and incentives. The upper income-eligibility thresholds of these programs become precarious
cliffs: Earn one penny more, and the loss of eligibility, particularly for child care assistance, can result in a
dramatic loss in disposable income. This problem is starkest in Iowa cities and counties where the cost of
living is highest, and where these losses can mean the difference between breaking even or not.

Moving Forward
The forces bearing on the economic fortunes and economic
opportunities of working Iowans are relentless: stagnant wage growth,
declining job quality, starkly higher costs for family basics like health
care and education, labor standards that are slipping or evaded
altogether, a loss of voice and bargaining power in the workplace, and
meager or poorly-designed social policies. All of these problems were
exacerbated as the recession lingered — which not only made it harder
for working (or unemployed) Iowans to get by, but also served as a
pretext for many state policy makers to press budget-slashing
austerity and drastic forms of deregulation as the only viable solutions.

For an assessment of this
reasoning, and state-by-state
record, see Peter Fisher, The
Doctor is Out to Lunch: ALEC’s
Recommendations Wrong
Prescription for State Prosperity
(Iowa Policy Project, July 2012);
and Amy Hanauer, “So-Called
Right to Work”: A Literature Review
(Ohio Policy Matters, March 2012);
Josh Bivens, A Bad Answer to the
Wrong Question (Economic Policy
Institute, 2011).

This is a destructively shortsighted path. It is a “low-road” agenda — of
lower taxes, scant public services, minimal wage and hour standards,
and “right-to-work” labor policies — that has been aggressively
promoted by business groups and by the American Legislative
Exchange Council as the only route to prosperity. But all the available
evidence suggests such claims are false. Aggressive tax cutting
On the broader benefits of collective
and labor-bashing policies politically marketed as “probargaining, see David Madland, Nick Bunker
business” have no demonstrable impact on business
and Karla Walter, Unions Make the Middle
investment or location decisions. And they have consistently
Class (Center for American Progress, April
failed to confer competitive advantage, higher growth or
2011); and Larry Mishel, The Right to
relative prosperity on the states that have pursed them.
Organize, Freedom, and the Middle Class
Indeed, very nearly the opposite is true. Such policies, on
Squeeze (EPI, March 2007).
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balance have yielded lower rates of job growth, lower per-capita and median incomes, and higher rates of
poverty.
To the degree that state policies can shape state-level economic growth and opportunity, the race to the
bottom on taxes, regulation, public services, and labor standards does more harm than good. What does
matter to employers and investors, after all, is the broader economic infrastructure — including the quality
of public goods and services and the education and skills of the local labor force.4 Alongside its paeans to
“right to work” and promises that “Iowa’s corporate income tax may be reduced or eliminated” through
various credits and incentives, Iowa’s economic development literature goes on to list — as the state’s
principal competitive virtues — all the things that those uncollected taxes pay for: infrastructure, public
safety (“a genuinely great place to live, work, play, and raise a family”), public health, good schools (“the
very foundation of Iowa's thriving economy is its top educational institutions”), and public recreational
resources.
We have sounded this note before. Indeed, every annual installment of The State of Working Iowa has
concluded with a roughly similar set of policy prescriptions. These recommendations — raising the
minimum wage, expanding the state EITC, tying economic development policies to explicitly “high-road”
criteria, ensuring decent investments (and the revenues to pay for them) in education, raising the income
thresholds for work supports, enforcing labor standards, and respecting workers’ bargaining rights — have
the same organizing principles:
 First, make work pay. Iowa working families who are struggling are
in that situation not due to a lack of effort or initiative. In fact, Iowa
has the highest rate of labor force participation in the country. A
full-time worker should be able to support a family, but almost a
quarter of Iowa families with at least one full-time worker do not
earn enough to provide the family with a basic standard of living.
This basic goal can be accomplished in a number of ways — by
raising the floor under wages with a higher minimum or more
expansive EITC, or by making it possible for workers to raise it
themselves at the bargaining table.
 Second, invest in the future. There are no winners in the
shortsighted game of chasing private investment with tax breaks
and low labor or regulatory standards. Indeed, even the recipients
of this largesse would be better off in the long run if states
competed on quality rather than costs. The differences that
ultimately matter in state policy are the long-term investments in
education and infrastructure.

For a look at what it takes
to make ends meet in each
county in Iowa, see IPP’s
latest Cost of Living in Iowa
report. The report details
how much families must
earn in order to meet basic
needs, and underscores
the importance of public
work support programs. It
also details how many
working Iowa families fall
below a minimum cost of
living threshold.

For national income patterns, see Congressional Budget Office, Trends in the Distribution of Household Income Between
1979 and 2007 (October 2011). For wealth, see Federal Reserve, Changes in U.S. Family Finances from 2007 to 2010:
Evidence from the Survey of Consumer Finances (June 2012). A good current digest of inequality measures is maintained by
the Institute for Policy Studies at inequality.org.
2 David Card, Thomas Lemieux and W. Craig Riddell, “Unions and Wage Inequality,” Journal of Labor Research 25, Fall 2004.
3 Recent work by the Center for Economic and Policy Research has underscored the declining real value of the minimum
wage, a pattern which is especially troubling given the steep increases in key family expenses (such as health insurance or
higher education), and the rising educational attainment of low-wage workers.
4 See “10 Ways to Rebuild the Middle Class for Hard Working Americans,” from the National Employment Law Project and
others, for a policy road map toward better jobs and a more robust and sustainable economy.
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